CONCLUSION.

Architecture is an art which can project a phenomenological
scope in to intellectual depth. And it is subjected to the human senses and
has to do with visuals, sounds, smells and touch etc... The language of
architecture is rich with various elements such as spatial qualities,
orchestration of spaces, progressions through the spaces etc... Using these
elements, an architect is expected to encourage perception so that a
meaning is reached.
There are occasions that we have to reproduce the creations
done in architectural language using visual language. For instance an
architect may presents his imaginations in drawings as well as he may use
photography to describe a creation already done. Since photography is a
familiar medium to the general public compared to technical drawings or
conceptual abstract drawings, architects prefer photography in conveying
their massage (creation) to the public. But hereby the architect is to provide
a clear idea, unless the proper architectural qualities are captured in the
photographs.
The talent of an architect lies in the way how he orchestrates
the spaces with certain qualities. An architect with widespread knowledge
blessed with creativity sometimes concentrate on spatial orchestration more
than that of form making. As long as the photographer is unable to capture
the spatial dimensions of architecture, the difference between the work of a
non-professional who sees nothing more than form making in architecture
and an advance architectural creation of a professional architect may
disappear. This may lead to miss appreciation of architecture. There
transmission of a totally distorted image of architecture to the public is
unavoidable.
The language of vision is the basis of capturing qualities and
emotions in photography. Therefore in this we have to concentrate much on
visual language, because it serves as the tool that bridges the gap between
photography and architecture. As the common aspect o photography and
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architecture are found in the scope of visual language. It can be considered
to be the core factor of architectural photography.
Therefore this study which looked in to the mutual understanding
between architecture and photography of three dimensional architectural
language by two dimensional visual language, is better be treated as an
attempt made towards the development of architectural profession.
In architectural photography, the photographer should be able
to see things in a parallel sense to the architect. Then only the qualities
created by the architect are successfully reproduced by the photographer.
The photographer is then free to use his own techniques and methods once
he has grasp the essence of the particular architectural creation within the
language of vision.
The study identifies some such methods used by architectural
photographers, as use of public, conditions of whether, quality of lighting
etc...
In the processes of capturing the quality and the sprit of
architecture people play a major role in still life. People make the function
alive and function gives the space alive. It is true that photographing a
function is a process of documenting a fraction of a second, which is
impossible to derive the total picture out of it. But when it is talking the mood
of the space, or the quality of the space, the reactions of people and their
impressions in faces make out of something, which attached to the sprit of
the place. It is not one particular idea that interprets out of it. Thousands of
ideas such as movement patterns, peoples concentration and their feelings,
moods of sad, happiness, enjoyments or any expression from their physical
actions can be captured to make communicate to the third person who has
know nothing about the place to grasp something about the quality.
Weather conditions and lighting conditions also play a huge role
in making the spirit of a place into still life. This physical, environmental
conditions make big changers in qualities in architecture, by capturing
through photographs. According to these factors the spirit in a place has a
great chance in communicating with architecture.
Generally through a visual image that people see they create
their individual pictures in their minds. Probably they may be different from
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each other even of the same image. But healthy architectural photograph is
expected to resonance all such individual pictures with the original
architectural creation as far as possible.
This study is focused on to communicate

the needs of

architectural interest of capturing the quality in building. At a certain distance
and within certain limitation it is a successive story or a subject area for
photographers to use their skills and knowledge to capture it effectively. For
the architect this is an interesting subject area for communication and
inspiration for creative work. And finally for all it will be an intelligent method
of understanding the space and qualities of architecture through still frames.
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